**DANGER** 
For animal treatment only. Keep out of reach of children.

**FOR LABEL DIRECTIONS PEEL HERE**

**CONTROLLED RELEASE CAPSULES FOR BEEF AND DAIRY CATTLE**

* As an aid in the reduction of bloat in beef and dairy cattle
* For increased feed efficiency and/or weight gain in beef cattle
* For increased milk protein production in dairy cows
* As an aid in the control of ketosis in dairy and beef cows

Each Rumensin Capsule will release Rumensin for a minimum of 100 days

Each capsule contains 32g Monensin (as Monensin Sodium)

**FOR ANIMAL TREATMENT ONLY**

* As an aid in the control of ketosis in dairy and beef cows
* For increased milk protein production in dairy cows
* As an aid in the reduction of bloat in beef and dairy cattle

**FOR LABEL DIRECTIONS PEEL HERE**

**CAUTION: MAINTAIN HERD OBSERVATION DURING SEVERE BLOAT CONDITIONS.**

**INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE**

1. Record capsule identification number with animal identification number prior to dosing.
2. Fold wings down along capsule body before insertion into the Applicator. Place capsule fully in the head of the Applicator, non winged end first.
3. Standing in one side of the animal, insertion it with hand and neck stretched forward and held firmly against your side. Grasp the animal with one hand in the corner of its mouth. Introduce the head of the Applicator containing the capsule into the animals mouth, avoiding the front teeth.
4. Ensure that the head of the Applicator is past the base of the tongue. The correct Applicator position will be indicated by the animal commencing to swallow. When this occurs, release the capsule from the Applicator by pressing the plunger.
5. Remove the Applicator from the animals mouth.
6. If you need further help call the Elanco hotline toll free 0800 ELANCO (0800 352626)

**YOUR PROOF**

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

1. Record capsule identification number with animal identification number prior to dosing.
2. Fold wings down along capsule body before insertion into the Applicator. Place capsule fully in the head of the Applicator, non winged end first.
3. Standing in one side of the animal, insertion it with hand and neck stretched forward and held firmly against your side. Grasp the animal with one hand in the corner of its mouth. Introduce the head of the Applicator containing the capsule into the animals mouth, avoiding the front teeth.

**CAUTION: DO NOT USE EXCESSIVE FORCE**

4. Once the Applicator is inside the animals mouth, straighten it to avoid the teeth.
5. Insert the Applicator past the base of the tongue. As the animal swallows the tongue will come forward and the Applicator will move easily over the base of the tongue. Do not use excessive force. Should resistance be encountered, withdraw the Applicator slightly and repeat the procedure.
6. Be sure that the head of the Applicator is past the base of the tongue. The correct Applicator position will be indicated by the animal commencing to swallow. When this occurs, release the capsule from the Applicator by pressing the plunger.
7. Remove the Applicator from the animals mouth.

For bloat control:

Give one capsule using the Rumensin Capsule Applicator. Wait seven days before introducing stock to bloat risk pasture.

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

For bloat control:

Give one capsule using the Rumensin Capsule Applicator. With seven days before introducing stock to bloat risk pasture.

**ANGO-AMERICAN FOODS OBSERVATION LEVEL 1/1/11 ALL CONDITIONS**

**FOR LABEL DIRECTIONS PEEL HERE**

**CONTROLLED RELEASE CAPSULES FOR BEEF AND DAIRY CATTLE**

* As an aid in the reduction of bloat in beef and dairy cattle
* For increased feed efficiency and/or weight gain in beef cattle
* For increased milk protein production in dairy cows
* As an aid in the control of ketosis in dairy and beef cows

Each Rumensin Capsule will release Rumensin for a minimum of 100 days

Each capsule contains 32g Monensin (as Monensin Sodium)

**FOR ANIMAL TREATMENT ONLY**

* As an aid in the control of ketosis in dairy and beef cows
* For increased milk protein production in dairy cows
* As an aid in the reduction of bloat in beef and dairy cattle

**FOR LABEL DIRECTIONS PEEL HERE**

**CAUTION: MAINTAIN HERD OBSERVATION DURING SEVERE BLOAT CONDITIONS.**

**INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE**

1. Record capsule identification number with animal identification number prior to dosing.
2. Fold wings down along capsule body before insertion into the Applicator. Place capsule fully in the head of the Applicator, non winged end first.
3. Standing in one side of the animal, insertion it with hand and neck stretched forward and held firmly against your side. Grasp the animal with one hand in the corner of its mouth. Introduce the head of the Applicator containing the capsule into the animals mouth, avoiding the front teeth.

**CAUTION: DO NOT USE EXCESSIVE FORCE**

4. Once the Applicator is inside the animals mouth, straighten it to avoid the teeth.
5. Insert the Applicator past the base of the tongue. As the animal swallows the tongue will come forward and the Applicator will move easily over the base of the tongue. Do not use excessive force. Should resistance be encountered, withdraw the Applicator slightly and repeat the procedure.
6. Be sure that the head of the Applicator is past the base of the tongue. The correct Applicator position will be indicated by the animal commencing to swallow. When this occurs, release the capsule from the Applicator by pressing the plunger.
7. Remove the Applicator from the animals mouth.

For bloat control:

Give one capsule using the Rumensin Capsule Applicator. Wait seven days before introducing stock to bloat risk pasture.